Chancellor announces new Common Book

Pulitzer Prize winning author Timothy Egan's history of the Dust Bowl, "The Worst Hard Time," has been announced as KU's 2013-14 KU Common Book by Chancellor Bernadette Gray-Little. The title is a National Book Award winner.
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Looking back on a remarkable year
Chancellor Bernadette Gray-Little addresses colleagues with a look at KU's prominent achievements over the last 12 months.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Disney's Beauty and the Beast
Wednesday, Dec. 12, 2012
7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Lied Center
View all events
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Mark your calendars! The 2013 Homecoming @KU_Football game will be on October 5 vs. Texas Tech! @KUAthletics @kualumni #rockchalk
View all tweets
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KU Quidditch Team
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American Libraries Magazine (Dec. 11, 2012)
Libraries as safe spaces
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